
Covent Garden’s “Carmen” plays delicate balance between the quiet and the distracting  
 
Georges Bizet’s “Carmen” is that rare operatic work that almost everyone can recognize. Its 
rousing and highly thematic overture is familiar to any with the most middling introduction to 
classical music. 
As such, any opera company thus must deal with this universal familiarity when mounting a 
production, seeking the subtle balance between a populist ‘numbers opera’ and a deeper, more 
intense examination of the work’s complex themes of lust and unrequited love. 
The Royal Opera House’s current production of “Carmen,” which played to packed audiences in 
June at Covent Garden Theatre in London, did its best to lean towards the latter interpretation, 
adding surprising depth to some of the opera’s lesser moments and filling out smaller roles with 
zest. It is a pity, however, that such a creative production felt the need to veer so often to 
unnecessary extremes to propel the action forward. 
Live donkeys, nude women, a gleaming black stallion and acrobatic rock climbers dotted the 
warm, Mediterranean-tinted set, giving an otherwise generally listless supporting chorus the 
opportunity to steal attention from the talented principal cast. Indeed, if not playing donkey 
shepherd or stripping clothes, the chorus seemed to be aimlessly waiting for the leads to arrive 
on the scene. 
Circus theatrics aside, the production had much to be proud of. The rich orchestration under the 
watchful baton of Constantinos Carydis brought out the pulsing, iconic fate motif with a brilliant 
clarity, among other more difficult musical passages. 
Maija Kovalevska sang the role of Micaëla with unexpected beauty and grace, fully fleshing out 
a role too often used as a plot placeholder.  In Koyaleyska’s interpretation, the pious Micaëla was 
a true foil to the more sensual Carmen, both playful and serious when the time calls for it. Her 
aria in Act III was a highlight of the entire performance.  
That Carmen, sung by Christine Rice, was a more subtle, serious creature than in usual 
productions, providing a quiet counter to the wilder extremities of the staging.  Her Carmen was 
a woman in full possession of her sexual charms, aware of her effect on men while never fully 
embracing it. It is partly due to Rice’s efforts in the card reading number and beyond that Act III, 
all too often a filler piece before the flashy Act IV, moved with a captivating energy and force. 
It is a shame then that the men these nimble women pursued were so lacking in energy. Bryan 
Hymel’s Don José, besides being an obvious non-native French speaker, was dull and simple, 
too boring for Rice’s intelligent and lively Carmen and too blind for Koyaleyska’s patient 
Micaëla. Furthermore, Aris Argris sang the toreador’s role of Escamillo with a bland bravado, 
taking this production’s prize for least developed character. 
In all, the Royal Opera House presented a largely positive production of the world’s most 
popular opera, giving first timers and patrons alike something to cheer for. Unnecessary frills 
aside, the romantic tragedy can still stir hearts — even if the donkey blocks the view from stage 
right. 
 
 


